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ABSTRACT

The scattering of electrons and positrons at both large and small angles
has been studied by observing their tracks as they penetrate nucldar emulsions.
The rbdasur ements of the large-angle scattering (5 4') of both-40-Mev electrons

and positrons  have been compared with the Rutherford scattering law. Within
the statistics available, fair agreement was  found with the relativistic Ruther -
ford formula.

A scheme of analysis for gamma-ray spectri based upon multiple scatter-

ing measurements of the pair-productiori electrons has been develdped.  It is
applied to the determination of the energy spectrum of.gamma-rays emitted by
a berylliurri target under bombardment by 330-Mev protons.-
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I. INTRODUCTION

The study of the interaction of charged particles with matter has been an
-

historically productive means of investigating either phenomena associated with

the penetrated matter or properties of the particle itself. Investigations of the

first kind haye demonstrated the existence of a massive atomic nucleus of positive

chaEge,  and more recently  --  with the  aid  of high energy accelerators  - -  have,
provided valuable information concerning the structure   of  the nuc leus c Investi-

gations of the second kind made possible the discovery of the positron and of

mesons, and produced quantitative measurements of the mass, charge, and spin
of many particles.

The theoretical description by quantum electrodynarnics of electrons and
positrons and their behavior is fairly complete. While up to a few Mev there

is considerable experimental verification of the theory, there are insufficient

corroborating data at the higher energies. Recenttcosmic-ray work, however,
has indicated that the theory may be valid well into the high-energy region.  It

is obviously important to investigate further the behavior of high-energy,electrons

and positrons as they penetrate matter.

In this paper investigations of two aspects of the scattering of electrons by

nuclei are described.  In a study of the first kind mentioned above, a comparison

is made of the scattering at large angles of -40-Mev electrons with that of -

.,- 40 -Mev pbssitrons.  In a study of the second kind, empirical information about
.-the small-angle, or multiple, scattering of electrons is applied to determining

the energy spectrum of photons emitted by a beryllium target under bombardment

by 330-Mev protons.  This is done by measuring the-multiple scattering of the
electrons and positrons, which are created in pairs by these photons,  as they

penetrate the nuclear emulsion.
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'' Incidentally to the· study of the large-angle scattering anumber of positron

disappearances were observed. An analysis of these wa,s performed and a cross

sedtion is quoted and ·compared ·with the theoretical predictions of positron
ID             annihilation- in flight·.
..

..,.

II. LARGE-ANGLE SCATTERING

A. Scattering Theory

A theoretical expression for the scattering of electrons by nuclei was fir.st

derived by Lord Rutherford. . For consideration of their traversal of a finite

thickness of matter, the scattering is treated as having two components.  T he
first is small-angle or multiple scattering, which is properly described by a
statistical analysis, and the second is large-angle, single nuclear scattering.
The expression. for the scattering is. found to,involve a G aussian term for the
small-angle scattering, plus a large-angle tail closely approximated by the

Ruthe rford formula.

The quantum-mechanical analysis of scattering was first presented by
Mott in 1929.1  He was. able to transform Dirac's ,expression describing the
electron into one in the form of Schroedihger's equation, with the potential

term  amepded by spin and .relativistic terms.    Use  of the simple Schroedinger

equation in describing scattering yields the,charge-independent Rutherford
4dscattering law,.i. e.,  the  csc -2- relation. However, the introduction into the

potenti,al term of relativistic and spin terms·leaves the resulting expression
2no longer charge-independent, predict'ing an excess of electron over positron

3
scattering at large. angles. As summarized by Lipkin, the expression for the
ratio of electron to positron scattering is:

-6

. . where  a =  Ze 

R=  .1+    2 T r a 4 sin    (1  -.sin  -)                                               ?fc
2' - .2 Q Q  ..         0

1    -   B     s i n     -    -   Tr   a  B   s i n  -     (1    -   S i n  _    )                                                                        (1)2         ..2   -    .2            4=v
C
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According to Lipkin, a simple picture of this effect is obtained by regarding the

positron and electron as having magnetic moments plus point charges. Owing to
.

the existence of a second-order effect involving the dipole component parallel
to the direction of flight,  on the statistical average the particle w ill be attracted .,1/

to the nucleus. ' Hence the resultant repulsive force on the positron is lessened,
and the resultant attractive force on the electron is increas eds giving rise to

slightly larger scatters for the electrons than for positrons of the same impact            -

pararncter.

B. Experimental Procedure

Elecirons and positrons were obtained as pairs created by the 300-Mev

synchrot'ron bremsstrahlung beam as it penetrated a tantalum target. Their

nominal energies were 38. 5 Mev and 36. 1 Mev, respectively, as determined
from multiple -scattering measurements. ·The particles were magnetically
separated by a pair spectrometer whose field was effectively constant over

their entire path., The magnetic field was calibrated with a proton moment

fluxmeter. The spectrometer magnet was optically aligned  with  the  beam  by  a

telescope. The magnetic field direction was determined from the direction of

force on a current-carrying wire. Detectors were 200-micron nuclear emulsion

plates (G-5) ; incident particles of desired energies were obtained by the
appropriate 'choice  of positions,for these plates. The plates  w ere positioned

during the·exposure in such a ivay that the particles entered at  - 5' to the

surface of the emulsion and perpendicularly to the leading edge of the plate.

(see Fig. 1),
Electron-sensitive G-5 type emulsions accumulate with time many

background slo,k,-electron tracks. Therefore it was necessary to eradicate
their latent images immediately before exposure. After the exposure the
plates were developed by a temperature cycle process. The eradication,                       i

' 4
exposure, and development of the plates are described in detail by Violet.                    *

The plates were scanned under 530-power magnification with a Bausch                ,·d-
and Lomb microscope equipped with a special stage designed to read trans -

latipns to -1 micron. Only tracks entering within 93' of the normal to the

leading edge were selected for scanning. Track lengths were measured with
the special.microscope stage. Tracks were not scanned ahd events were not
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recorded within 10 microns. of the air-emulsion surface.   In the acceptable
region scatters were recorded in term i of their horizontally projected

angles. The recording of angles in terms of their horizontal projection
-

eliminates any uncertainty in the shrinkage factor of the emulsion.  This

shrinkage occurs during the drying after processing, because a large                       'IJ
volume of silver halide is removed from the emulsion by the fixer.

Measurements of scatters were made in terms of the sine of the angle
with a 100-division reticle placed in one eyepiece.   B y repeated measurements              -

of several scatters the standard deviation,  5, of the sine,. due to observer
3resolution, was ascertained to be 6.8 x 10 . 'rhree plates were scanned:  one             -

that had been exposed to positrons, and'two to electrons. The electron plates

and a portion of the positron plate were scanned until equal numbers of

scatters greater than 49 were obtained. In addition, another portion of the

positron plate was scanned and scatters recorded greater than·6'.  The
choice of the minimum angle was a compromise which afforded the most

rapid gathering of statistics without allowing resolution effects to distort the

results. Scanning of both portions of the positron plates was facilitated by
measuring the length of only every tenth track.  From the distributions of
track length s, the probable error in track length in the portion scanned for

events greater than 4' was found to be 2.0 percent,  and that for the portion    ·'

scanned for events greater than 6' was 2.3 percent.   T he total track length
and the distribution of angles were then compiled for the electrons and

positrons. The largest scatter observed was one of 68-1/20 by an electron.

It is shown in Fig. 2. The observed distributions of scatters for both particles            '

are shown in Fig. 3.

C. Data Analysis
1.   Transformation from Solid Angle to Horizontally Projected Angle

In order to compare properly the observed data with theoretical
expectations, the theoretical expression for the angular distribution must be

10.'expressed in terms of the horizontally projected angle. The analysis follows
5

,

Barkas. A good approximation for the theoretical scattering is given by the
+

relativistically corrected Rutherford expression

r (0) d 0 =A csc4  9  d 0                                (2)

where A=(,1.'31'- <,1   ,-}  1
c- (Q) is the cross section for scattering at an, angle Q.   See Fig.  4.
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Fig.  2 -Photomicrograph mosaic  of an electron-nuclear scatter. A 40-Mev
electron enters at left and is scattered to upper right at an angle of 68.5°.
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6

d   = sin *d*d 6

d 6

Fig. 4

In order-to transform this expression into terms of the plane projected angle 6  ,
the Rutherford expression is written as:

O-(9)1 d o= dO .4A

(1 - cos Q)
2

Using the relation cos Q =  cos 6 sin 0, we see that .

P.. '.. . 4A  sin.0.  d  0   d.  6
(r (0) d 0

(1-cos 6 sin  0)2

Integration over 0 gives the total probability of scattering into the plane
projected angle 6  :

Tr  sin 0 6 0W(6)  d 6  -4 A d 6/
0     (1    -   cos 6      sin  0) 2
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Letting u=1- cos Sin 0,

1  - cos 6

W  (1 8 1)  d 6 = 8 A d 6 ( 1   -  u)  du
cos 6 .2./   ,

l            u  V   c o s L     6  -      (1    -   u)

=  1 6 A d 6     r
·                                                                                                                                                              LL +   (Tr   -     161)   Cot  -161                                                                            (3)cos 6

Foit the  pur oses of this experiment the integrated cross section above  60

will be considered:

Tr

f                      W   (1   6   1)   d  6   =   B A       cot   16&1   +   (,r   -   16il    )   A s c·2        60                                  (4)l.el

It can now be shown that the integrated cross section taken with respect

to the space angle Q is twice the integrated cross section taken with respect

ta the Horizontally projected angle 6, provided the lower limits of integration,

60 and QI, are small and equal. The integrated cross section with respect to the

8#ace angle 0  is'given by

11.    4 . 1 sinodo  0            1
f        Acs c       -1     d  0  =  2 Tr  A J =4   A 2 Wo

- 11

2                          sir,4  9                    sin- r
using d 0 = 2 Tr sin Q dO.

Q

Fig:   5
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The ratio of the two expressions for the cross section is:
-                -

1
-1

4   1,   A        s ir:2   Go/2R=

8 A Eot 15«  1   + C. -160 1) C S C        603

2 -1

For Q=6 the limit of R as 6 approaches zero is seen to be 2.
0      0  '                          0

I

2.    Calculation  of A.

Since the scattering cross section is additive in a mixture of elements, such
as nuclear emulsions, the total cross section in emulsion is the sum of the individual
cross sections  for each element. The constant  A  then,   be·comes         '

A=  E  N  Z  /1 2 2  2     1     1-p    .
2 e    2

.\. 1 L    L  T 4
4

.,

The. summation.of N   Z  .is found, from information supplied by the manufacturer,
-3

to be: 37..0 x .10 4. cm -.
If the particle energies are assumed to be normally distributed about the mean

energy E with standard deviat,ibn e , the 6ffective A becornes
0     ·.

(E - Eb)
2

A  =   1.I:     Pi     2    /. 02  ..  h 2 1       f  1    -   B       c   „      -           2  92 dE
Crho ej   T)   B     :4

where C is the normalizing constant.
B .

For B  - 1,     1 -  B
may be replaced by < 13        

B

Then:

2

A= E N  ( e 22 C
(E   -  4)

L    1    1    2      mID c \  4   c
2

(mc2  2  1-e 2 a- dE   (5)

O     ) 2
This  integral is computed in section C. 4. in terms of observable quantities.

I  ...
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3.   Correction for Resolution

The resolution of an instrument is a measure of its accuracy in measurement.

Analytic al consideration is taken  of the resolution by defining a resolution function

W( 6, K ) such that.W( 6,6') dg gives the probability that the variable 6 will be

observed between the limits  6'  and  6' + d 6'.   We now proceed to derive the
correction necessary owing to the finite resolution involved in the measurement of

the  angle s.

Let W (sin6 , sin 6') = ·the resolution function,

c' (sin 6)  d '( sin 6) = the theoreticaldifferential cross section'
for scattering between sin 6 and sin 6 +

d(sin 6 ),
Q(sin 4   d  (sin 61  = the observed differential cross section

for scattering between sin 8'and  sin 4+
e/\d(sino ),

tr = the standard deviation of the resolution
S

function.

It follows that

Q(sin 6')  = f a  (sin 6 )    W(sin 6,  sin 6')    d(sin 6 )       ,                               (6)         -  4'

We assume the error in measurement to be normally distributed,  i. e.,
./ 2(sin 6 - sin 6 )

W(sin 6  ,  sin 8') =C e 20  2

where  C  is the normalizing factor. Since the effect  of the resolution is.

important only at ·the smaller angles, a sufficient approximation for the

 ,
cross section is given by

,)

16 A Tr
0-(6,)=                          •                                                                          (7)sinl 6
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.Equation (6) then becomes

G 1
-   (sin 6 - sin- 6·f

2. Gsz  . . . .   d(sin 6)    . '
Q (sin.6)   7 16-,A :   C ej   sin

Lettin  ; sin 6 - sin 6 = x,

C                                 x2

Q(sin 6' ) = 16Alr C          1              e                 dx
2a52

J * (x + s in 6' )1

j

=16A. C    f ···
 02 d x  (1  _ 3x

+  .63223 , +..)
sin      W                                                             .sin 6' s ir,2   6'

= 16Air
2

(1 + 6 crs +. . )  to third order in 1-.
3, 2,             s

sin 8 s in     6'

With the effects of resolution now considered  and  the the oretical expression
now rendered in terms of the horizontaily projected angle, the results of the
nuclear scattering of 38.5-Mev electrons and 36.1 -Mev pOSitr OIlS are tabulated

in Fig. 6. From these results it may be concluded that within the statistics

available and large-angle scattering of -40-Mev electrons and positrons is fairly

well describedby the Rutherford scattering law. No further comparison. was
made with th:e charge-dependent Eq...(1), because in the region ih which 95 percent

of the statistics were gathered, Eq. (1) predicted only a 5 percent deviation.

4.  Determination of the Particle Energies
The mean particle energy was determined from multiple-scattering measure-

':

ments.    On each of the three plates scanned forty tracks were chosen at random

for measurement. The angle of scatter was determined by finding the second
differences of track displacement, measured every 100 microns.  For an electron
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6

of   - 40  Mev, the expression relating the energy  with  the  .me an scattering angle   is

K                                                                 (8)
<.lai >. --Er ,

where E = particle energy,
.

K  = the scattering factor,

0.13
mean angle of scatterp using a cell

length of 100 microns.

The  integral of  Eq.   (5) may now be computed as follows:

Let p(a, E) da be the probability that a particle of energy E will

be scattered between the angles of a and a + da

per unit cell length,

q(a, ao)  d ao  be the probability that an angle  a will be observed between  ab
and a + da.

0 0

Since p<a, E) and q(a,  ao) are normally distributed,

<t  =9 1>  + 0:>                                         19)E

whe r e a is the mean square angle of error from. the resolution function,
<:>

q(a, ao) '

4        is
the second moment   of the observed  ang les   for a given  E.

<    is the theoretical second moment of angles for a given E.

For a normal distribution,
.

(.

\

4't. 46<:14

..'    42 = -4-<14
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T herefore,

»

16"   1          :        4.r        .     *LI.1,,1      ,N.  / L

b ut

<al>:      i2

hence

2.<air,          -   4   10>2·Ir           0/E r,
1

KZ Ft

Integrating over the normally distributed variable, E, we have
00

't    9              2

e 2-/, 43   -  <la,1 >,

CE     -   Eof                                                                                                                                                                       (1 0)-2 e dE = 1 'go/'

2

where <  > is the
mean square of the observed angles over all tracks.

T·his is the integral contained in the factor A.

(a)  Determination of the mean angle of er ror
F or measurements of cell lengths other than 100 microns,  and on

particles whose p is not 1, the relation between momentum and mean scattering
Angle is·7

4 ·t>  -=          K            /*t        -)    1/2 (11)pv-(1-00_7

where < a > 3 mean scattering angle in degrees
t    = cell length in microns

K scattering factor in  Mev - degrees
(micron)

p        momentum of particle in Mev
C

v         velocity of particle in cm/sec
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However, at these energies  v  -21  c,  i.e. ,   .may be substituted for pv.
Following V oyvodic8,  K, the scattering factoJ, varies  as the 0.06 power  of the

cell length. For these measurements Voyvodicss value  of 23.6 for  K for
100-micron cells was used. The observed mean angld,of scatterd ac '' is
found by  the re

atio<laol>= <1*!2 where <'Dbl) is  the mean second difference
per cell length. The actual mean second difference,<IDI), is determined from the
observed mean second difference by Eq. (9)

<ID. 17   =  <1  DI,3         0<ID If (12)

<ID,1.>is.the
mean error in the observations. It is due to the effects of observer

resolution, microscope stage noise, finite grain size,  and the distribution of grains
9about the actual path.  By a procedure first described by Corson, the error in

the second differences,
 Dr  

is found as follows:

By squaring equation

(8),<f.lf  = .5 (i  . and substitutin'<1·fl  =< bl32.

t
.06and the proportionality of K to t , we obtain

»2 ,- t- '3.12 .
or, in terms of the error

<1».12;
,

3.12At -
,<104>2                                                                                                 C '31

It is seen tha;'   |D | > is a linear function of t ; the ordinate intercept of this
'<1,1-«/

-

:. 3.12

/ . . .                                                  ·                                       · ··'-   funttion  fnbasuites the "noise" squared.     For the "noise" determination  in  thi s
experiment the second differences were measured on the same track for 25-, 50-,
100-,  150-, and 200-micron cell lengths.  By the method of least squares the
ordinate intercept was then computed. The.

"nois·e",< Dr 
amounted to 0.137

B        ,  or only -2 percent of the observed second differences ,squared.
cell
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(b)  Test for Emulsion Distortion

In order to make small-angle scattering measurements properly, it is

essential that there be no emulsion distortion present. Emulsion distortion
-

manifests itself by creating series  of se'cond differences whose signs are alike.
W¥

To detect· suth an effect as this the second differences for each plate were

plotted as in Fig. 7 with a new sign, the new sign being positive if the second

difference had the same sign as the preceding one, and negative if it had a sign
opposite that of the preceding one.  If any emulsion distortion were present,

the mean would be displaced from zero to some positive value.  From the

results it may be concluded that no appreciable emulsion distortion was present.

III. POSITRON ANNIHILAT ION IN FLIGHT

Six :instances of positron annihilation in flight w ere observed in the

positron plate during the course of the experiment.  In each case an intensive

investigati·on was undertaken in order to determine whether or not the positron

reappeared at some point near by. Multiple-scattering measurements of the

six tracks were carried out; the energies thus determined were consistent with

the mean energy of other positrons in the plate. The annihilation events are

compared in Table I with the two-quantum annihilation cross  section,..given by
Dirac.10 The contribution to the cross section by zero- oP one-quantum

11
annihilation may be assumed negligible here.

12Observations by Colgate and Gilbert of the annihilation cross section in

Be and LiH were found to be consistent with the theery of Dirac. Three events
13

at  -40 Mev ahd two at -200 Mev, found by Barkas etal. innuclear emulsion,

also were found to be consistent with theory.

Table I

Annihilation in Flight of Positrons,

Me an No. of Track Ob s.     Ann. . The pr..
4 Energy , Events Length Length Ann.

(Mev) (cm,) Length

36.1 * 5.3         6: 18.5.5 30.9   f.12·.6 ' 67.0, 2
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IV. SMALL-ANGLE SCATTERING

The purpose of this portion of the paper is twofold: to create a scheme of
analysis for gamma-ray spectra above a few Mev using the multiple-scattering
information of the pair -production electrons,  and,  more  specific_ally, to determine

the energy distribution of gamma-rays coming from a Be target bombarded by
330-Mev protons.

.-

A. Experimental Pro€edure

A thin beryllium target 1mm x 1mm was bombarded by the 330-Mev proton

beam of the 184-inch cyclotron. Gamma-rays emmitted at 90' from the inciilent
beam w ere collimated by a long brass rectangular cylinder. The straight cylinder
served to screen out all charged particles, which must travel in circular orbits
in the magnetic field of the cyclotron. No charged particle, therefore, could
travel from the slit to the detector. The gamma-rays were detected by the electron

pairs they created in a G-5 nuclear emulsion plate  1 in. by 3 in. by 200 microns.
The three -inch dimension was parallel to the gamma-ray paths,  and the surface
was inclined about 5' to them. (see Fig. 8). The plate had been previously

4"eradicated" and was developed according to the scheme outlined by Violet.
The plate was scanned under 424-power magnification for-pair-production

events.   T he multiple scattering of each electron was then measured under. 2250-
power magnification. To determine the mean angle of scatter, 100-micron,

50-micron, and occasionally 25-micron cell lengths were used, depending upon
the measurable track length available.

The total area observed was first scanned in strips perpendicular to the
electron paths; 125 usable events were found in this way.  It was then noticed
that this method tended to select out the higher-energy members ofthe pair

population, because these tend to be straighter and longer, 'and hence more easily
.

  found. Approximately one-third of the total area was then rescanned by the same
observer. The technique was altered so that the new area was scanned in

6  , overlapping strips 'parallel to the direction of the gamma-ray paths; 28 new events
and all the old events previously noted in this area were found.  As was suspected,
the mean energy of the newly discovered pairs was significantly lower than that
found previously. The original distribution was then corrected by adding to it
the weighted distribution of the new pairs found by the second technique.
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B. Data Analysis

In order that the observed data be interpreted properly, four important

effects must be considered:
-

1.     Ioriization and Radiation Energy Loss

The first consideration is the energy loss due to ionization and to

radiation. The ionization loss may be considered approximately constant for
14

the energy regions involved.   It is 4.90 Mev/cm as calculated by Violet.       T he
.-

energy loss due to radiation may be computed from the expression
" -X

-

LE = Eoe (14)

where E is the energy after traveling a distance x,   '

Eo is the incident energy,
L is the radiation length in emulsiona

14Violet has also calculated L to be 2.90 cm. The energies were corrected by

adding to them the· energy loss calculated for one-half the portion of the track

measured. The energy distribution was then smoothed by weighting an·element

of the histogram by 6, the two adjacent elements by 4, and the next two elements
by 1 (quartic smoothing).   T he energy distribution for the pairs corrected for

radiation and ionization loss is shown in Fig. 9. The smoothed distribution is           :1

shown in Fig. 10.

2.  Approximation of Scattering Formula

The second source of error arises because the scattering theory predicts

the product of momentum and velocity rather· than the energy (see  Eq.   11),  i. e.,

<laI>,      .K ... ...... .   (15)
p. v                                                                            "          ...   -,  ...'......

I '

-

where p =
<nomentum,

v = velocity,

< ial  = mean angle of scattering·,
K   = scattering constant. '  -

:

:
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Where particles have a velocity essentially that of light,  it is entirely proper to  ,
replace  pv  by the energy.  But when the velocity is appreciably below c, the
approximation does not hold. Using the relativisitic expression for total energy
as a function of momentum and rest energy,

22 22
Cmc,       I=   (pc f     +     C.md  c  )    .,         :

,„
we find that the total energy of an electron in terms of pv and the rest energy is

1                                            22

2                                                                (16)
pv *4( pv f   +   4(In c. )

(mc   )                                    2

No correction w,as made to the data, however, for in no pair was the momentum
of either electron sufficiently low to warrant correction.

3.  Effects of Resolution

(a) Derivation of the-resoluion function
T he .energy of an electron is determined from the mean of the absolute

value of the scattering angles measured at regular intervals (cell lengths).   T he
distribution function of these angles is very nearly Gaussian.  It is distributed
about zero. Since a particular measurement of the scattering is an observation
of a random variable, the mean of N such measurements is also an observation
of some random variable, for which there must exist a distribution function.
Specifically, the observed energies in a monoenergetic beam of electrons, obtained
by making N measurements per track of the multiple scattering, will be distributed
in some fashion about the actual energy. This distribution function is the
"resolution" of the technique of meisurement.   It is derived as follow s:

F or  a normally distributed  (Gaus sian) random variable of standard
deviation a-, the distribution of the sample standard deviation squared, 62, based

'                                                                               15upon N observations,  is a chi-square distribution of (N-1) degrees ·of freedom.
Defined thus, the distribution is

2         1         j N -3 N  j
f (N        )

=

61 921) -Z        e-  2   -                      (17)N-1 p  N-1                 »    02- .)       «2 2 2
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For a normal distribution,

6-2,  + <laI>,

where<la>
s the true mean of the angles of scatter.

Also from simple scattering theory we know that                                                       '

E= K

<lai>
where E is the true particle energy,

K is the scattering factor.

The assumption is now made that  s  has  the same relation
to<'al>,  i. e.,

82 , 9<1%17,

where · 8 is the'observed mean of the'scattering angles.  We may also write
« / 4 01..' .                                                                                 4..

E'=      K

<1%1>
where- E'is- the .observed energy of the particle.

Finally we write

2
S,

<ao - ,« 2
n

41;
I

The distribution in terms of E and E becomes

f 4  -2    3      =                     1                                 '         Ef n-3 - n , EZ
(n -)7--- -r -'-2

C 2/
2 Bil  r ¢Lf'-9        E, 2,1

e             E                                           (18)
Ef
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· '                 And the resolution function  is  derived  by the  following:

g (E, E') dE' = f (n-E -) d(nE ,2)  -
/2E

i  I. I

-                       1               -n E   /
-0%* 2 -7 /  Ef dE'h

n -1    ¢*- 13 e    E'   (4n    E' 3 ,)
2

n-1
h 2 n E

(2)
, 2              (*f,   e- r IF  .dE' (19)

Fi(n 2- 1)            E

This is the final form of the'resolution function.  In this form it is normalized
s o  that

00

   g  (E,   Et)  dE'  =    1

Also: g(E,·El = O, -c o  <E <O b y definition.

Ef
If the distribution is considered as a function of _, the half-width is a function

E
solely of N. Hence the distribution function of the total energy of a pair of

electrons may be well approximated by the proper choice of N. The expression
for the probable uncertainty in energy of an electron is

AE= .66 E

-                                     1/N

6   .·-     .4     /.
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The probable uncertainty in endrgy of the, electron pair is                                                      ,,

AE =
  JE    +  (LJE:zC  1/2P    L

=  .66 E where N' is the effective

47 p number of measurements

.66                                 2             1/2

=         ,-        (El    t   Ek)   =         66      '   t                  
.

1hence

2                                                   
         .1

N' =   (E l   +    EL)

E   /N       +      : Zw 1 '    2

Since N' varies from pair to pair, an effective <N>based upon the average

probable error of the pairs must be used. Hence <N> is the value such that

average probable error = .66         .                                           (20)V=-
<N>is found tobe.13.5. The resolution function with

<N> = 13.5 is plotted in Fig. 11.

(b)  Unfolding of the observed data.

A distribution function, f(x), when detected with an instrument of

resolution g(x, x'), is observed as a function  F (x') the relation being the following:
-

00

F(x') = f g(x, xf) f(x)0: dx (21)         ·
-00

No general analytical procedure exists for .solving this integral equation for

f(x).     Howearer, the following analytical appr oximation usually  may  be  used:
A family of functions i (x).9 readily integrable with  g(x, xl, are chosen.

\
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It is our intent to synthesize f(x) from the  f  (x),  i. e.,
L

f(x)  =.E   ·f ·.(x)                                                                                                                      (22)

The  ( (x) do not necessarily have any physical significance.  From the
U

f,(x) a family of F (xl are produced:

00/ F (x') = f g (x, x') f22(x) dx (23)
-00

The observed distribution function F(x' )  is then synthesized from the family of
F   (x/)  as  follows:

L

F (x')  =   I   F (x'); (24)
,                                                

                      LL

f(x) may now be determined from (22)..  In my experiment it was found that
the functions

2i --

f,   (E).=     a    /   E    \    e     -  6:21' 1- ·      (25)
Cory     -

17

/

were easily integrated with the resolution function. The family of F (E/) thus

dete,rmined is

F (Et)= a r  1 /
<N> + 2\ <N> - 1 (IMLY

2   / /<N>j 2
C °i / (26)

. 1. (< 4- p) (77 C<Nis     +     t'2»NA + i

1 T  7 2
6                              ...

Four terms were uhed for the synthesis. The observed distribution and the
synthesized analytical functioh are plotted. together ih Fig. 10. · The resulting

-

expression for f(E),· the true energy·.distribution, tbecornes:
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. 3 .  33
2

4     EY  -
f(    = .7.69 -E\ e + 12.2° <T J  e

(22.5 1 ( E\ -(30  1

l 2 2.5   
U

- ' . ,8 «Il' , E '12 -142:9)+  1  79/-1 e t.00384  -1     e\' (38.0          42.9          (27)
*

(E in Mcv)

and is plotted in Fig. 12.

4'. A Cbrrection for Absorption in Emulsion

The fourth correction necessary is due to the fact that the mean free path for
16

pair production in nuclear emulsion is not independent of photon energy. Heitler
has computed this dependence for some elements by a numerical integration of the

quantum-mechanical expression for pair production. In order to compute the

dependence for photons penetrating th,e muxture of elements that constitutes a
nuc lear .emulsion,· it:was necessary  to. interpolate,between his curves and,create  ·

curves for all the elements involved in a nuclear emulsion.   T he total abs'orption
in emulsion is merely the sum of the absorptions of all the elements involved.  The

resulting reciprocal free path for pair production in nuclear emulsion as a function

of energy is shown in Fig. 13. The corrected energy distribution of gamma-rays
coming frorn a beryllium target is shown in Fig.  14,.

These results are interpreted as the energy distribution of decay photons
coming from ·rP mesons created in the target.  It is expected that the peak frem the

110 meson photons is 6f the order of 70 Mev. The observed peak lies in the range of
1745 to 75: Mev... The curve is not as wida, however,·.as that found by Crandall when k

he studied the decay photons of 18 mesons coming at 90' from carbon at these
.

energies.   T he very low-energy photons· may;be attributed to nuclear gamma-rays

as well as bremsstrahlung.
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V.    SUMM ARY

A. Large-Angle Scattering
The large-angle nuclear 'scattering of -40-Mev electrons and of -40-Mev

positrons penetrating nuclear emulsion has been measured and shown to be fairly
l.

well described by the Rutherford scattering law. The Rutherford formula for

scattering has been expressed in terms of a horizontally projected angle, and *.
cona'ideration his been taken of the effects of the observer resolution and of the

''.                                                                       *

spread in energy  of thp· particles available.

B. Positron A nnihilation in- Flight

The observed annihilation length has ·been compared with the two-quantum
annihilation cros Ei section of Dirac,  and is found to agree within an order of

magnitude.                                                                                                                                                                               '

C. Multiple Scattering of Electrons

The endrgy distribution of gamma-rays coming from i Be target liks been
determined. The resolution function for the energy distribution of.electrons as

measured by rbultiple scattering has been derived, and a method of "uhfolding"
observed data has been dernonstrated.

......

.

R
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